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Fuel Cells  - Vignettes of
Global Activity

  from the 2003 Fuel Cell
Seminar

by Shirley Georgi

A Global Snapshot

The 2003 Fuel Cell Seminar held in November 2003 in Miami Beach, Florida had
a truly international representation.  Although the majority of the conference
discussed research and development, especially in the areas for  stationary and
portable power, the tone was set with a speakers from Japan, Singapore, the United
Kingdom, Europe and the United States discussing their basic accomplishments
and goals for the future.

Japan’s approach to Commercialization of Fuel Cell/Hydrogen Technology

Representing Japan, Akohiko Morota from the Agency of Natural Resources and
Energy and the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) stated that his
country was a leader in the development of fuel cells.  With Japan’s importation of
86% of its oil from the Middle East and its  commitment  in  meeting the reduction
of emissions of CO2 as stated in the Kyoto Protocol, the fuel cell technology
program in Japan could not have two more important  drivers.

Japan sees fuel cells as a “3E” solution, which can:
1) decrease CO2 emissions.
 2)  bring about utilization of hydrogen as a fuel  which can ultimately enhance
security.
3) promote the economy with the  development of an industry which can provide
new business and jobs.

Fuel Cell and Hydrogen research in the European Union

The European Union has supported fuel cell and hydrogen research since the late
nineteen eighties.  At that time efforts were concentrated on basic materials research
of a genetic nature.  From 1999 -2002 the European Union spent a total of 144.8

The front cover. General Motors (GM) initiates stationary  fuel cell project with Dow Chemical Company.  The Dow facility in
Freeport, Texas has received and activated  the  first GM fuel cell which will convert hydrogen into  about 75 kiloWatts of
electricity - enough  power for about 50 or 60  homes.  Over the next two years, the amount of  fuel cells will be increased to
generate a   combined 35 megaWatts - an amount which  could power 25,000 homes.   Tim Vail, GM’s director of business
development for this fuel cell endeavor, says, “We (GM’s team) are taking the same units  you would find under the hood of a car,
and we are putting them in a stationary environment.”   The project at the Freeport facility will provide GM with a learning
laboratory to find out about durability of the fuel cells, how different types of hydrogen work and how well various elements
(components) inside the fuel cell function.

The Freeport site is Dow’s largest chemical manufacturing installation in the world.  When the fuel cell installation is fully
maximized, it will provide two percent of the power for Dow’s operations.

Hydrogen is a natural by-product of Dow’s chemical manufacturing.   At the Freeport plant, 150 million cubic feet of hydrogen are
produced every day.  The fuel cell just installed by GM will utilize about 20 million cubic feet of the daily hydrogen produced.+
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million euros to support fuel cell
and hydrogen programs.

Short term demonstration and
benchmarketing activities
included the following:
• stationary applications (16.6
million euros)
•  transport applications (26.5
million euros)
• hydrogen infrastructure (6.9
million euros)

Mid-long term R&D included:
• technology acquisitions (22.4
million euros)
• stationary applications (12.1
million euros)
• transport applications (28.0
million euros) Note that  of this
amount, 19 million euros were
devoted to projects related to fuel processing.
• portable applications (8.4 million euros)
• hydrogen infrastructure ( 23.6 million euros)

The European Union adopted  new Sixth Framework program
(FP6) for the years 2002-2006 which involves Research,
Technological Development and Demonstration Activities.  The
FP6 will build mainly on two new instruments:
• Networks of excellent which associate research entities in
integrating their activities for carrying out common European

research programs.
• Integrated projects mobilizing a critical mass of resources
toward ambitious objectives to generate new knowledge for
products and services which could bring competitive advantage
for European industry.

The two themes, and their accompanying funding  dominating
the FP6 programs, will be ‘sustainable energy systems’ (810
million euros) and ‘sustainable surface transport’ (610 million
euros).

Target for Fuel Cell Vehicles

50,000 by 2010

5 Million by 2020

Japan Has  Aggressive Government
Targets for Fuel Cell Development

Target for Stationary Fuel Cell Power

2.1 GigaWatts by 2010

10 GigaWatts by 2020

(Information from Akohito Morota’s
presentation, Fuel Cell Seminar, 11/03.)
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At the June 2003 European conference, “The Hydrogen
Economy -a bridge to sustainable energy,” key recommended
actions were made.  The conference attendees and the  High
Level Group of hydrogen and fuel cells experts  agreed to
establish an  integrated program, including the following
elements:
• a strategic research agenda to define performance targets,
priorities and timelines
• a deployment strategy, including communications on policy
measures  and  proposals for lighthouse demonstration
projects
• a European hydrogen roadmap
• initiatives to foster public-private partnerships to promote
commercialization
• a strategy to develop and implement international
cooperation

A. Perez Sainz, who presented at the Fuel Cell Conference for
the European Union, said, “The ultimate goal for Europe was
agreed to be a hydrogen economy based substantially on
renewable sources of energy, even though in the short and

medium term, hydrogen may be produced largely from fossil fuels
or nuclear energy in those countries which retain that option.”

Fuel Cell Commercial Potential: The Case of the UK

The E-4tech group was commissioned by the Carbon Trust and
Department of Trade and Industry to conduct a commercial status
review on the case for fuel cells.  The key issues for the study
included an assessment of the main possible applications for
fuel cells, the drivers for fuel cells in these areas and the fuel cell
technologies likely to be chosen.  Some of the findings were as
follows:
• Mobile applications - “Minimal UK fuel cell vehicle integration
capability exists; market stimulation is likely to be of greater benefit
to non-UK companies in the short-term unless focused specifically
on APU (Auxiliary Power Unit) applications.”
• Portable applications - The Japanese consumer electronics
brands dominate the UK micro portable device market although
there is a small amount of early stage UK industry activity in the
micro fuel cell area.  “Battery replacement by fuel cells is unlikely
to offer significant CO2 benefits.”

• Low temperature fuel cell stacks
and components   - Market
stimulation is more likely to favor
stack developers.
• High temperature fuel cell
system and materials - Market
stimulation for stationary fuel cell
systems could benefit these
companies. The UK has strength
in materials research which could
give it an advantage.
• Balance of plant - the UK has
skills in component areas such
as fuel processors, power
conditioning, mechanical balance
of plant and hydrogen
production and storage which
could be relevant to a wide range
of fuel cell applications.

Government can stimulate the
early uptake of fuel cells in
applications where the benefits
in technology and cost will
enhance higher volume
applications.  The study
concluded that the most
beneficial applications for market
stimulation are in stationary fuel
cells because the UK has well
developed supply side
capabilities and could extend
their strengths into servicing
those units.

This is a Seimens Westinghouse tubular solid oxide fuel cell. The DOE-funded tubular
SOFC program at Siemens Westinghouse Power Corporation will wind down at the end of
2004.  It is a precursor to the SECA program.   A 100 kW size atmospheric pressure power
system, having 1152 tubular cells, operated successfully for over 20,000 hours in the
Netherlands and Germany.  It was fueled by natural gas and had an efficiency of 46% with
no detectable performance degradation.  A 250 kW size atmospheric pressure system with
heat extraction is now operating in Toronto, Canada.  A similar 250kW sized unit is planned
for operation in 2004 at BP America in Alaska.  (Information from J.Starkey’s presentation,
“Fuel Cells - The DOE Fossil Energy Program,” from the 2003 Fuel Cell Seminar.  Photo
is courtesy of FuelCell 2000 presented on their website www.fuelcell2000.org +
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Detailed information can be found on the following website:
http://www.dti.gov.uk/energy/renewables/publications/pdfs/
fuelcellfinal.pdf

Fuel Cell Research, Development, and Demonstration
Activities in Singapore

The SINERGY (Sinapore Initiative in New Energy Technology)
program led by the Economic Development Board is the single
most important effort to introduce, develop, adopt and
commercialize new technologies for clean energy. The Agency
for Science, Technology and Research (A*STAR) has funded
some important fuel cell related activities at Universities.  For
example, at the National University of Singapore in the  Dept.
of Chemical and Environmental Engineering, there is a team
researching nanoparticles for fuel cell catalysts with funding
from A*STAR.

Singapore is almost entirely dependent on foreign oil.  The
nation’s per capita energy consumption is also among the
highest in the world because of its relative affluence, its hot
and humid climate,  its role as a
transportation hub, its export business
and the presence of key industrial and
commercial sectors (i.e. wafer
fabrication and other electronics
industries). However, as Thye-Wei Loy
reported, “...unless fuel cells can
become economically competitive with
conventional energy conversion
technologies, they will not be widely
used in Singapore.”

Fuel Cells- The DOE Fossil Energy
Program

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
is the largest funder of fuel cell
technology in the U.S.  Its Office of
Fossil Energy 2003 budget was $60 million.  The National Energy
Technology Laboratory (NETL), in partnership with private
industries, leads the development and demonstration of high
efficiency solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC), molten carbonate fuel
cells  (MCFC) and fuel cell turbine hybrid power generation
systems.

Currently, NETL is partnering with Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory (PNEL) to develop new directions in research under
the Solid-State Energy Conversion Alliance (SECA) initiative
for the development and commercialization of modular, low cost
and fuel flexible 3 to 10 kW SOFC systems. DOE has estimated
that a 5-kWatt planar SOFC system can reach $400/kW at
reasonable manufacturing rates.  SECA’s goal by 2015 is to
have this developed technology to provide the basis for the
development of systems that achieve 75% electrical efficiency
and  near zero emissions.  J. Starkey of the U.S. DOE National
Energy Technology Laboratory said, “With its low cost potential,

the SOFC has the potential of wider and deeper market
penetration than other fuel cells.”

The SECA program is dedicated to developing innovative,
effective, low-cost ways to commercialize solid oxide fuel cells.
SECA fuel cells will operate on conventional fuels such as
natural gas, diesel,as well as coal, gas and hydrogen - the fuel
of tomorrow.   Some of SECA’s projects are:
• Delphi, in partnership with Battelle, is developing a 5 kW,
planar, 700 - 800 C, anode-supported SOFC compact unit for
distributed generation and auxiliary power units.
• General Electric has developed a natural gas 5kW, planar,
700 - 800C, anode-supported SOFC compact unit for residential
power markets.
•Cummins and SOFCo (formerly McDermott) are developing
a 10kW product initially for recreational vehicles that would
run on propane using a catalytic partial oxidation reformer.
• Siemens Westinghouse Power Corp.  is developing 5-10
kW products to satisfy multiple markets.

In FY (fiscal year) 2003, DOE FE (fossil energy) will begin

funding two additional teams from Fuel Cell Energy and
Acumentrics. These teams represent additional industry
design alternatives for a broader market.

The SOFC SECA-hybrid is a key part of the FutureGen plans,
a Presidential initiative to produce hydrogen from coal.
Siemens Westinghouse Power Corp. and FuelCell Energy both
have early hybrids which are currently being tested.

The FreedeomCAR and Hydrogen Fuel Initiative

With FreedomCAR and Fuel Initiative in 2003, $270 million
was added for new funding for research, development and
demonstration of hydrogen and fuel cell technologies over
the next five years.  The U.S. DOE is implementing the initiatives
though the Office of  Hydrogen, Fuel Cells, and Infrastructure
Technologies (OHFCIT) . The goal is to have fuel cell vehicles
in the showroom and hydrogen at refueling stations by 2020.

DOE’s Gravimetric, Volumetric and Cost Objects
for On-board Hydrogen Storage

The challenge is how  to store the necessary amount of hydrogen fuel
required to reach the driving range of  >300 miles, within constraints
of weight, volume, efficiency and total cost. +

Year Gravimetric Volumetric Equipment Cost
2005      1.5      1.2             6
2010       2      1.5             4
2015       3      2.7             2
Units    kWh/kg    kWh/l               $/kWh
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To reach such a goal,  FY appropriations for FreedomCAR
components totalled $159.4million and in FY   2004, the budget
for FreedomCAR and fuel components will jump top $272.8
million.

The focus of the program is on polymer electrolyte membrane
(PEM)  fuel cell technology with its potential for low cost,
good power density and quick start-up.  On-board fuel
processing is targeted where fuels, supplied by the existing
infrastructure (gasoline, methanol, ethanol and natural gas)
can be processed on-board the vehicle to supply hydrogen.

A key component of fuel cell stack is the membrane electrode
assembly (MEA).  Partnering with industry, the DOE is working
to develop low-platinum MEAs in parallel with high-volume
manufacturing.

PEM fuel cell systems also have too low power density when
the stack is operating at high Voltage.  Since the cathode is the
limiting component here, the DOE is exploring new cathode
catalysts and optimized electrode structures to improve
performance.

The DOE’s hydrogen storage activities are focusing  primarily
on the research and development of on-board vehicular
hydrogen storage systems that will allow for a driving range of
300 miles or more.  The government is looking at new improved
storage tank designs and materials.   Hydride research is also

receiving attention; here,
research is needed to improve
hydrogen capacity and
reversibility at practical
operating temperatures and
pressures - all within fueling
time constraints.

In reference to fuel
processing, start-up
capabilities have not yet
reached performance  levels
acceptable for automobiles
because of the large thermal
mass and high operating
temperatures.  Start-up times
are currently about 10
minutes.  Although the DOE
is working on this problem,
including developing
microchannel fuel processing
technology to achieve
dramatic size reduction and
improve start-up, they have
set a deadline for a go/no-go
decision  in FY 2004 , where
fuel-flexible fuel processing
must demonstrate the

capability to achieve start-up in 30 seconds or  DOE-sponsored
fuel processor R&D will be terminated.

The DOE is also in a unique position, as a neutral party, to help
develop codes and standards which will be needed as the
hydrogen economy advances.  They will also have enormous
role  in transitioning the current petroleum fuel supply
infrastructure to a hydrogen infrastructure. Profuse quantities
of testing and demonstration will be essential for both fuel cell
vehicle and hydrogen infrastructure technologies to validate
laboratory progress and “true readiness” for commercialization.

International cooperation can lead to success

To make fuel cells a true commercial reality, the world’s leading
fuel cell organizations have signed a cooperative agreement
which involves technical cooperation, information exchange,
advocacy, harmonized product specifications and safety
standards.  The Memorandum of Understanding  (MOA) was
signed by the U.S. Fuel Cell Council, Fuel Cell
Commercialization Conference of Japan, Fuel Cells Canada
and World Fuel Cell Council/Fuel Cell Europe.  These
organizations represent more than 300 worldwide businesses,
research institutions and others interested in fuel cells and
hydrogen.

The parties have agreed to:

Promote policies that will lead to universal access to markets

DOE's Hydrogen Production Feedstock Source 
Objectives for 2010

Water Electrolysis 
(Central)$2.00/kg at plant site

Renewable Photolytic (biological) $10/kg at plant site

Biomass $2.60/kg at plant site 

The objective for hydrogen production is to be competitive with gasoline.  Other objectives
which are not in the chart are:
-Natural gas liquid fuels (without carbon sequestration) which   have a goal for 2010 for
$1.50/gge (gallons of gasoline equivalent) at the pump.
-Renewable photolytic photoelectromechanical water splitting which has a goal of  $5/kg at
the plant gate but is not expected to be reached until 2015.

No dates were given for high temperature thermochemical (nuclear or solar) feedstock
sources. +
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for all fuel cell products and help minimize trade barriers to global
fuel cell commercialization;

Work with government and Standards Development
Organizations to achieve harmonized codes, standards and
regulations at all appropriate levels;

Advance the understanding of fuel cells and related technologies
and fuels among policy makers, technical audiences and general
public;

Encourage worldwide adoption of common test protocols,
measurement guidelines and practices designed to promote
compatibilities; and

Share educational materials and other information and collaborate
on communications messages as a spirit of openness and
collaboration.

Since the conference, U.S. Secretary Spencer Abraham signed
an agreement with Goji Sakamoto, Japan’s senior vice minister of

economy, trade and industry, for the two countries to work
together on the development of hydrogen and fuel cell
technologies.  The United States and Japan intend to exchange
experts and share information on current policies, technological
programs, and developments in fuel cells and hydrogen
production, storage and transport technologies.

Going forth

The rhetoric for collaboration sounds great, but the fruits of
the  labors of  the various coordinated  groups will  need to
create goals to achieve ‘yet to be determined’  benchmarks in
the next few years. The climb to the top for fuel cells is still a
strenuous and steep uphill battle - technologically,
environmentally,  economically and politically.    Once the
technical hurdles are overcome and cost goals are met, the
general public, being influenced by the  political and economic
climate in all countries involved, will make the final decision on
the level of acceptance for fuel cells and a hydrogen economy.

BD

P o r ta ls
To What others are Saying

Batteries

The hierchy of energy systems should be examined closely

Motorola’s Jason Howard offers a formula for selecting the power
source of a new product. He identifies four categories of importance.
They are: show-stoppers, game-changers, enablers and
differentiators.

Show-stoppers include product safety, regulatory compliance and
cost.

Game-changers include power and energy density. Movement away
from Nickel-cadmium and Nickel-metal hydride to Lithium-ion has
been spurred by improving power density and lower price.

Enablers are reliability and operating environment.  For example,
Nickel-cadmium is still most popular for police radios because of its
extended low-temperature operation.

Differentiators include user perception and convenience.
Charging and charge management are important here.  Thin
prismatic Lithium-ion cells and Lithium-ion polymer provide the
slim form factor, a most desired marketing tool.

Portable Design, Jan 2004, pp 13-15k
*

Batteries/Lithium

Lithium AAAs Really Keep On Going
New Energizer e2 AAA cells have 1.5 Volts/cell and shelf life of 15
years. The cells which are lighter than Alkaline cells will operate
with temperatures from -40 0F to + 140 0F. It is estimated that the
cells will give 160 more hours of pager operation and will give 400
more flashes in a camera. Availability is to be in the second half of
2004.

Electronic Design,  p. 27
*

Lower SoC operating frequencies to cut power dissipation

As performance demands increase for all portable electronic
devices, batteries are scorned because the packaging density
improvements of semiconductors does not spill over to increase
the power or energy density of batteries. The framework of such
thinking is the major stumbling block to total system improvements.
In this story, the author focuses on ways to achieve greater total
performance by looking at what affects operating power. It turns
out that as greater integration of electronics allows complete
systems to be produced on a single chip (System on Chip = SoC),
the product of capacitance, the square of the Voltage and the
frequency determine chip power. New fabrication techniques do
allow lower Voltages which drop the power by the square of the
reduction, but the if the operating frequency can be reduced also,
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the net effect is a cube effect on power demand. One method for
reducing the frequency is to analyze system software to determine
where routines can be compacted to perform in fewer cycles.
Fewer cycles results in a lower operating frequency, and the power
demand drops. An example is presented in which a Dolby Digital
decoder has a noise-level threshold of audibility computation
reduced by a factor of 161.

Portable Design, February 2004, pp. 32-33
*

New batteries power sales

The manufacture of battery packs, with many cells has a smaller
margin than sales of conventional cells for China manufacturer
BYD. Net profit for 2003 was up 31 % to 864 million yuan, but the
gross profit margin dropped form 14% to 32%. Net operating
cash inflow was 422 miullion yuan, up from 318 million yuan.

Lithium-ion battery packs account for 52 % of total turnover for
2003  while nickel based batteries accounted for 30.7 %.

BYD owns 77% of automaker BYD Auto Company which
contributed 2.5% of total turnover. The plan  is to increase BYD’s
share in BYD Auto to 92%  for an additional 52.5 million yuan.

The company declared a dividend of 0.512 yuan compared with
0.284 yuan last year.

www.thestandard.com, February 22, 2004

Batteries/Nanotechnology

New batteries could boost current to phones and laptops

Using miniature carbon pillars, physicists at the University of
California, Irvine have developed a method of growing hundreds
of batteries in the space usually taken up by a single cell battery.
The concept was made possible by growing tiny nano rods from
plastic polymer which hardens when exposed to light. Heat drives
off the atoms of hydrogen leaving behind a shrunken version of
the plastic containing thousands of tiny  carbon rods which have
lithium ions inserted into spaces between the rods; these rods
are then wired together. Present silicon substrates need to be
replaced with cheaper materials to make the process cost
competitive.

Nature News Service Macmillan Magazines Ltd, Feb. 17, 2004

Batteries/Telecom

A look inside DoCoMo’s 4G world

NTT DoCoMo, Japan’s pioneering telecom company, has a very
low profile high tech center in Yokosuka, Japan where the
capabilities of 3.5 and 4 G wireless communications are being
developed. With 3.5 G, downlink speed would increase 35 times
faster than present DoCoMo 384 kilobits per second (kbps.) This
speed would cut the cost of transmissions by 1/3 with little cost

added to the infrastructure. Performance would be roughly equal to
that of a present day notebook with a broadband connection. Such
performance could increase interest in portable Internet connections.
The technology should be ready by 2005.

Beyond that, 4 G is targeted to provide 20 mbps uplink and 100 mbps
downlink, another seven fold increase in speed. The 4 G applications
could allow virtual reality performance which is interpreted to be
face to face video and audio. Another possible feature would be to
have 3D audio which would allow the source of audio to give the
recipient the impression of the directional source of the sound.

DoCoMo’s R & D partners include Intel, Texas Instruments, Cisco
Systems, Hewlett Packard, Ericsson, Nokia, NEC and Fujitsu.
Someone must be convinced there is a need for such technology
because DoCoMo is spending $ 1.1 billion annually at the facility.

CBS MarketWatch.com, March 3, 2004

Fuel Cells

Official: ‘Hydrogen Highway’ in sight

California’s Environmental Protection Secretary, Terry Tamminen,
told state lawmakers on Wednesday, February 25, 2004 that Governor
Schwarzenegger was pledged to build hydrogen fueling stations
every 20 miles along major highways by 2010. The purpose of the
stations is to provide hydrogen for fuel cell powered vehicles which
will replace IC engines. According to Tamminen, the hydrogen fueling
stations will not cost the state much money.

California Energy Commissioner, Jim Boyd, said that the cost is too
high. Toyota’s Bill Reinert said that any promises of cheaper, more
efficient and longer-lasting fuel cells to power autos is premature.

S. David Freeman, a top energy aid for former Governor Davis, said
that hydrogen must come from biomass, solar or other renewable
energy sources , “otherwise we’re just putting coal in the tank.”

The Desert Sun
February 26, 2004, p. A 11

Photovoltaics

Solar Energy Start-up Attacks PV Wafer

Solacix, a start-up in Los Gatos, CA targets methods to produce
higher efficiency PV cells at dramatically decreased manufacturing
costs by using thinner wafers, reducing sawing process loss and
increasing minority carrier lifetimes. The target is to produce 21%
efficient cells which will have costs in the $1.50 per peak Watt range
by the end of 2006.

The company has four patents pending and will produce revenues
in the fourth quarter of 2004; they will have a manufacturing capacity
of 8 MW annually.

SolarAccess.com, December 3, 2003
BD
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Toby’s column Hello Readers,

Those of you who could not find my column last month have  Shirley
and Don to blame for all the WORDY copy which they had in the
issue which preempted space for me. Well, I’m back and have a very
appropriate battery story to tell you.

Those of you who have been with us since the first issue of BD in
April of ‘96, remember seeing my picture on the front page as a
young pup only because I was wearing my battery powered shock
collar. Since I roam great distances both in my Minnesota and
California hangouts, the collar is the ideal way to keep me focused
on staying with the crowd without long leashes which would get
caught in the brush.

I wear a Tri-Tronics model TM 200 Lite which has an effective
range of about one-half mile. The range is good because I never get
out of sight, which in the brush is usually less than 300 yards.
Those of you who do not know the purpose of a Yellow Lab’s tail
have never been with me in the longer grasses. When we are out
there, and I am searching, my tail is pointed straight up so that
although I am not seen, the tip of the tail shows my people where I
am. The collar is only used to remind me that I have to listen to
commands, and not run down animals, since I am not allowed to
catch them. In the Midwest, I am allowed to chase deer, but they get
away before I can get too close, and the collar reminds me to return.
On the desert, it reminds me to stay away from the rattlers, despite
having had a few really good coyote and rabbit chases there.

So where is the battery connection? The collar uses one Nickel-
cadmium and the transmitter uses another. Remember now, I have
been using it almost daily for 8 years, and through judicious recharge
regimens have kept it in operational form. About a month ago, the
run time became noticably shorter, so I figured the batteries were
reachng the end of their lives. The batteries were housed in welded
cases, which if replaceable would require special repair techniques.
We contacted Tri Tronics to see if we could get the batteries replaced.
The model was obsolete, but they told us of another company called
the ‘Collar Clinic’ (www.collarclinic.com) which might repair the
TM 200. In a quick correspondence by email, we found that the
Collar Clinic would do the job for 20% of the cost of a new collar, so
we sent it in. They promptly replaced the batteries, checked out the
entire system, and I now have complete connectivity in the field

again. The point is that, one should use the web and all contacts
to find battery replacements.

In a similar fashion, Shirley was going to have her cell phone
trashed while under a service contract with Best Buy because
they could not get a replacement Lithium-ion battery. She found
a web supplier of the battery and has so far extended the use of
the phone by a year to date and still operates properly.

For those of you who have shied away from Palm and Sony
based PDAs because the factory does not provide replacements,
there is more good news on the web. Companies like Laptops for
Less (www.LaptopsForLess.com) sell not only the replacement
batteries for many Palm, Handspring and Sony PDAs, but they
also provide replacement instructions and the small tools required

to get the case open.

The bottom line is - don’t accept manufacturers edicts to trash
the product because of a dead battery.

You only get the latest Batteries Digest Newsletter when
you request your free monthly subscription to  BD as an
Acrobat file by email. Just send us an email request to
Staff@BatteriesDigest.com. Include your name, position,
organization, and phone number. This information will be held in
confidence. No junk email will ever be sent nor will the list be
sold.

When you want to solve differential equations in you head, I find
the best thing to do is to find a comfortable spot in a warm, sunny
and sandy area, with no noise and at a time when all the squirrels
and rabbits are taking a siesta.+

TOBYTOBYTOBYTOBYTOBY
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This started out to be a straightforward review of a story titled
NO P-N  INTENDED which appeared on page 88 of the February
2003 issue of Technology Review. The story focused on the
efforts of a Bell Laboratories researcher, Russell  Ohl, who was
trying to find a more effective way to build a radio receiver
without vacuum tubes because of their difficulty in operating
at higher frequencies. Better amplification deemed to be
necessary for the coming importance of technologies such as
radar.

Ohl’s approach was to focus on the advantages of crystal
receivers, which had preceded vacuum tube receivers because
of their availability and simplicity in the beginning days of radio.
As his work progressed, Ohl decided that the best approach
would be to use semiconductor materials, which had greater
purity than crystals.

In 1940, Ohl had a sample of a silicon semiconductor with a
crack in the middle,.  When the crystal was exposed to light, the
current flowing through the semiconductor jumped significantly.
Ohl had the advantage of having many colleagues who
understood the physics of semiconductors, and together they
identified what we now know as n-type silicon on one side of
the crack and p-type silicon on the other side in this special
semiconductor.  The group arrived at the conclusion that the
energy of an arriving photon of light gave the excess electrons
in the n-type material an energy boost across the junction to
the p-type material and thereby produced a current to an external
circuit. This fundamental idea is the basis of the photovoltaic
devices which are used today.

To bring a bit of historical color to this story, the origins of the
photovoltaic phenomena were researched,.  The first scientific
observation was documented in 1838 by nineteen-year-old
Edmund Becquerel. By observation he noted that electrolytic

cells, consisting of certain metals in an electrolyte solution,
would produce small amounts of electric current when exposed
to light. This discovery did not have the same energizing effect
on the scientific community, which Volta’s battery had produced,
possibly because the amount of current produced was very
small.

It seems that photovoltaics were destined to be discovered
more by accident that investigation because not much of
significance happened until 1873 when Willoughby Smith found
that bars of selenium had a reduction of resistance when exposed
to light.  Smith was really working on methods to better
understand conductors submerged for long  lines in telegraph
applications. He presented his findings to the Society of
Telegraph Engineers, but pursuit of photovoltaics did not
continue at this time.

In 1877, Charles Fritts built the first junction solar cells using
two conducting materials.  He had a substrate of selenium,
probably chosen from the reports of Smith’s experimental work.
It was coated with a nearly transparent layer of gold, allowing
light to penetrate to the intersection between the two metals.
The efficiency of the cell was less than one percent, but the
fundamental method had been established through
experimentation.

In this period of time, rigorous understanding of physical
phenomenon was beginning to take place. Maxwell had
presented his theory of electromagnetics in 1865, concluding
that light was a form of electromagnetic waves. Experimental
confirmation of Maxwell’s theory received substantial
reinforcement in the experiments of Heinrich Hertz in 1886. Hertz
detected propagated radiation from a spark fifty feet away and
also noticed that the spark gap was more vigorous if it was
exposed to ultraviolet light.  Hertz offered the phenomenon

Discovering Photoelectrics Wasn’t Easy
By Donald Georgi

Ask George
 about

Separators

What is the future of
AGM VRLA Batteries?

Answer: The future looks very good for VRLA batteries. Every day more applikcaitons are moving
from flooded design to a VRLA design.
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unexplained, but in the following year, Wilhelm Hallwachs
offered an explanation and an experiment to show that
electrical charge conductivity was dependent on the
ultraviolet light striking a zinc plate. Later, in 1899, J. J.
Thompson was to conclude that ultraviolet light impinging
on the metal surface caused electrons to be emitted.

The topic was beginning to heat up. Three years later in a
1902, Lenard experimentally demonstrated that conduction
of electrons through a vacuum were stimulated by blue lights
impinging on the emitter plates.  He noted that increasing
the light intensity increased  the number of electrons emitted,
but the increased light intensity did not affect the energies
of the emitted electrons.

History takes on a pattern similar to that of the Yankees
during the era of Ruth and Gherig. Thompson had
established the explanation with atomic theory, and now it
was Einstein’s turn to step up to the plate in 1905 to bring all
the runners in. Albert decided that the incoming radiation
should be thought of as a quanta or bundles of energy
rather than waves with energy equal to the product of Plank’s
constant, times the frequency, minus the work function of
the material.  (E=hf-W). In this approach, the observer can
see that an electron which absorbs the quantum has a
resultant higher energy which allows it to flow in an electrical
circuit. From Einstein’s quantitative prediction, higher
frequency, not greater intensity, will produce greater
energies, but light below the minimum frequency will not
cause photo emission. This work was so significant that
Einstein received the Nobel Prize for the work in 1921.

Robert Millikan did not believe Einstein’s theory and tried
to experimentally disprove it in favor of the wave theory until
1916. His wave theory was not proven, but instead his
experiments confirmed Einstein’s approach, and Millikan later
won the Nobel Prize himself for the series of experiments.

With all the photoelectric experimental information and the
underlying science understood, the crystal detectors of

beginning radio were a stimulus to Ohl’s search for better
amplification which did progress to the invention of the
transistor, again at Bell Labs. On the way, the discovery of
semiconductor photovoltaics provided a stepping stone for
cleaner terrestrial and space power generation. We may someday
be able to include the restoration of human sight to the list of
contributions of photovoltaics.

BD
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BATTERIES
ELECTRONICS
ENVIRONMENT
FLYWHEELS
FUEL CELLS
SOLAR CELLS
SUPERCAPACITORS

World News

Batteries/Lead-acid

EaglePicher enters commercial  marketplace in India.
EaglePicher is working with SAR Silicon Pvt. Ltd. in New Delhi
to market batteries under the  Luminous EaglePicher brand.
These batteries include automotive batteries as well as VRLA
(Valve Regulated Lead Acid) batteries for use in Uninterruptible
Power Sources (UPS.)  The companies intend to add batteries
for back-up power and inverters in the near future.

Batteries/Nanotechnology or  Batteries/Micro batteries

Bell Labs scientists discover technique to control fluids using
specially fabricated silicon ‘Nanograss.”  The scientists
discovered an entirely new method to control the behavior of
tiny liquid droplets by applying electrical charges to specially
engineered silicon surfaces that resemble  blades of grass.

“Once in a while we get a research breakthrough that has wide
applicability across many fields,” said David Bishop, vice
president of nanotechnology at Bell
Labs and president of the New Jersey
Nanotechnology Consortium. “The
techniques resulting from this research
might be applied to fields that range
from optical networking and advanced
micro batteries to self-cleaning
windshields and more streamlined
boat hulls.”

Bell Labs and the New Jersey
Nanotech Consortium are exploring
using the technique to create
powerful, next-generation reserve
micro batteries.  Conventional
batteries have electrochemical
reactions proceeding at some level all
of the time, even when batteries are
not being used.  Over time, the
batteries degrade. By using the Bell
Labs’ technique to isolate the liquid electrolyte so that
electrochemical reactions do not take place until power is
actually needed, nonograss-based micro batteries may be ideal
for long-term, higher capacity battery applications, especially
where bursts of power are needed.  Examples would be sensors
out in the field that only need a lot of power when they detect

something and need to transmit the information as a wireless
signal.

Batteries/Lithium-ion/business

Matsushita Battery Industrial Co. will make Lithium-ion
batteries in China. The plant in Wuxi, southeastern China will
be able to produce 3 million batteries per month; these batteries
will be used in mobile phones.  Matsushita Battery’s total
monthly output, including those made in China, will be 38 million
units.

Batteries/Space

Saft’s Lithium-ion batteries are the first to be operated in a
geostationary earth orbit (GEO).  Saft was the pioneer supplier
of this battery to W3A’s prime contractor EADS Astrium.   The
March 16th launch of Eutelsat’s W3A by a Proton rocket was
the beginning of a new system in GEO satellite power.

Previous satellites have used Nickel-
hydrogen batteries, but this is the
first time a GEO satellite will benefit
from the lower-weight, smaller-
volume Lithium-ion batteries.

As GEO satellites fly in an orbit 36,000
km (about 21,000) miles above the
Earth, launch weight and mass are
critical factors.  By reducing battery
weight and space on EADS
Astrium’s Eurostar E3000 platform,
the Lithium-ion batteries enable
Eutelsat to add more revenue-
gathering transponders to the
payload.

W3A’s battery is made of Saft’s
Lithium-ion VES 140 cells.  These
batteries, as the payload itself, are

designed to perform throughout the 15-year service lifetime of
the satellite.  Like other satellites, the W3A will use its batteries
only when it is hidden from the Sun by the Earth.  The rest of
the time, it will rely on solar panels for electric power of 9,600
Watts (DC), even at its end of life.

Although primary AA size batteries still hold a
big lead; sales of the disposables fell 8.21 percent
last year while AA rechargeables, mainly Nickel-
metal hydride, gained a healthy 20 percent.   (Data
based on information from A.C. Neilson. ) +

Retail Sales of Primary and 
Rechargeable Batteries in 2003

Primary = 604 million

Secondary 11.6 million
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Batteries/Nickel-metal
hydride

Texaco Ovonic Battery
Systems LLC changes its
name to COBASYS.  The
name change reflects
expanding fields for Nickel-
metal hydride in
automotive and stationary
power markets. Its newest
family of products include
NiMHaxTM for
transportation battery
systems.  COBASYS is also
developing integrated
emergency and stand-by
power systems for
Telecommunications -
NiCOMTM and
Uninterruptible Power
Supply - NiGUARDTM applications.

Fuel Cells/Hydrogen

The Transportation Working Group of the US Fuel Cell
Council is collaborating with national and international group
initiatives in defining a fuel specification for hydrogen to be
used in transportation applications. This Group plans to project
fuel cell design operating targets/parameters for transportation
applications, define tests required to understand the
fundamental impact of hydrogen on fuel cell performance and
durability, determine “allowable” levels of impurities based on
projection from fundamental test results, define validation tests
to confirm that projections are correct and publish the results.
More information can be obtained at the website:
www.usfcc.com

Fuel Cells/Hydrogen

The University of Minnesota (U of M) researchers produce
hydrogen for fuel cells from ethanol. Their first reactor capable
of producing hydrogen from ethanol efficiently holds economic
potential.  When coupled with a hydrogen fuel cell, the unit,
small enough to hold in one’s hand, could generate one kiloWatt
of power.

Lanny Schmidt, Regent’s Professor of Chemical Engineering
who led the effort, said, “We can potentially capture 50 percent
of the energy stored in sugar (in corn), whereas converting the
sugar to ethanol and burning the ethanol in a car would harvest
only 20 percent of the energy in sugar.  Ethanol in car engines is
burned with 20 percent efficiency, but if you used ethanol to
make hydrogen for a fuel cell, you would get 60 percent
efficiency.”

The invention rests on two innovations: a catalyst based on

the metals rhodium and
ceria and an automotive
fuel injector that
vaporizes and mixes the
ethanol-water fuel.  The
vaporized fuel mixture is
injected into a tube that
contains a porous plug
made from rhodium and
ceria.  The fuel mixture
passes through the
plug and emerges as a
mixture of hydrogen,
carbon dioxide and
minor products,.  The
reaction takes only
milliseconds and
eliminates the flames
and soot that
commonly accompany
ethanol combustion.

Thus far, Schmidt and his researchers have harvested four
hydrogen molecules per ethanol molecule.

Research for this project is being supported by the  U of M’s
Initiative on Renewable Energy and the Environment, the
National Science Foundation and the U.S. Department of
Energy.

Fuel cells/Micro

Stanford University increases fuel cell efficiency.  The task
was accomplished by shrinking the channels (and adding more
channels)  that deliver  the hydrogen. Based on a microchip
etching process, the channels, with a dimensional width  of  20
micrometers, were bored.  The engineers, Suk Cha and Fritz
Prinz, used a fuel cell  containing  a polymer based proton
exchange membrane.  Hydrogen (not methanol) was and must
be used in this application.

Fuel Cells/government

Manhattan Scientifics delivers fuel cell to U.S. Army.
Manhattan Scientifics has delivered a 700-Watt NovArs
prototype fuel cell system to the U.S. Army for evaluation as a
possible battery charger for tactical units.

Fuel Cells/government

The U. S. Department of Commerceand the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST) has opened its 2004
Advanced Technology Program (ATP) Competition.  ATP’s early
stage investment is accelerating the development of innovative
technologies that promise significant commercial payoffs and
wide spread benefits for the nation, including fuel cell and
hydrogen projects. (For more information see the website: http:/
/www.atp.nist.gov.)

Data for graph is from Frost & Sullivan. See
www.powersupplies.frost.com +
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wastewater.  To date, the experiments with the cell have shown
it to produce between 10 and 50 milliWatts  per sq. meter of
electrode surface while removing up to 78 percent of organic
matter as measured by BOD (biochemical oxygen demand). Dr.

Bruce E. Logan, director of the
project, says “MFCs may
represent a completely new
approach to wastewater treatment.
If power generation of these
systems can be increased, MFC
technology may provide a new
method to offset wastewater
treatment plant operating  costs.”

Microbial fuel cells work through
the action of bacteria which can
pass electrons to an anode.  The
electrons flow from the anode
through a wire, producing a
current, to a cathode where they
combine with hydrogen ions
(protons) and oxygen to form
water.

Phototolvaics/Business

TrueSolar Solutions and Global
Solar Energy plan world’s largest
photovoltaic central  generating
station near Barstow, California.
Southern California Edison (SCE)
has contracted to buy five
megaWatts of power from the
plant to be built on a 40-acre site.
Construction of the plant is
expected to begin in the first half
of 2004, with commercial operation
planned by the year’s end.  Annual
energy production is expected to
be approximately 11 million
kiloWatt-hours (kWh).

Photovoltaics/Crystalline Mono

National Renewable Energy
Laboratory verifies 21.5 percent
efficiency in SunPower Corp.’s
silicon solar cell. SunPower states
that the 125-mm, single-crystal
A300 cell generates three Watts of
electricity, providing the most
efficient cost-per-Watt solution in
the  PV industry.  The A-300 cell
incorporates all electrical contacts
on the back surface, and because
of this architecture, the design
allows for significantly higher

The total Commercial Fuel Cell demand is predicted to rise from $110 million in 2003 to $
4.6 billion in 2013. In reviewing the data, electric power generation is emerging as the first
large-scale commercial market for fuel cells.  Fuel cell systems used as remote power
supplies (i.e. campers) grid support and cogeneration hold particularly good intermediate-
term prospects and will account for over half of all fuel cell demand in 2008. However, the
portable electronics market is expected to record the strongest advances over the next
decade, rising from what are now extremely low levels of demand to become the second
largest market for fuel cells.

Proton-exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells, which currently account for about half of all
stack and system demand, will maintain their dominant market position through 2008 and
beyond.  PEM fuel cell systems operate a low temperatures and offer high energy-density.
Solid-oxide fuel cells (SOFC) will account for the second largest share of stack and system
demand in 2008, due in large part to the high level of energy efficiency they offer, especially
in cogeneration settings.  Demand for direct methanol fuel cells (DMFC) will remain well
below both PEM and SOFC sales levels, but the DMFC market will grow at an above-average
pace as system use grows in portable electronics and power generation applications.

(Information is  from Fuel Cells by The Freedonia Group; the  price of full report is $4,100;
see website: www.freedoniagroup.com)  +

U.S. Fuel Cell Demand By Market
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conversion efficiency of light to electricity.  Production quantities,
which will be made in the Philippines,  are scheduled to be available
later in 2004

Miscellaneous/Environment

The World Resources Institute (WRI)  and Sustainable Asset

Management (SAM) report on the impact of
climate change on competitiveness and value
creation in the automobile industry.  In 2002,
carbon intensity in relation to  OEM’s (Original
Equipment Manufacturer) profits were measured.
Some OEMs rely heavily for sales and profits on
vehicles that emit relatively high amounts of CO2.
The highest intensity ratings were from Ford,
General Motors and DaimlerChrysler.  These
companies were followed by Toyota, BMW,
Nissan and Honda. The best ratings were received
by VW, Renault and PSA.   All things being equal,
OEMs that earn a relatively large proportion of
their profits from carbon-intensive segments will
find carbon constraints more challenging.

OEMs are differently positioned to respond to
the challenge of carbon constraints.  This is
because of differences in:
♦    segment mix -- e.g. 49 percent of
DaimlerChrysler’s 2002 sales  in the U.S., the
European Union and Japanese markets were light
trucks compared to only 3 percent for VW.
♦  carbon intensity of models -- e.g., the average
GM sports utility vehicle (SUV) emits 40 percent
more carbon emissions per kilometer traveled than
the average Honda SUV.
♦geographic distributions of sales -- e.g. GM and
Ford are dependent on sales in the United States
while PSA and Renault primarily sell vehicles
within the European Union.)

Given this information, the question then arises,
“What costs do OEMs face in meeting higher fuel
economy standards in 2015, given their initial sales
levels and vehicle mix?  Because OEM’s product
mixes differ with respect to carbon-intensity levels,
the costs incurred in meeting new standards will
vary across the industry.  Estimations were made

that the average OEM cost per vehicle could differ by a factor of
25, from $650 for BMW to less than $25 for Honda.  GM’s cost is
estimated at about $375 while Toyota’s is $175.  (Additional
information (a full report) is available at two websites: www.sam-
group.com/changingdrivers or http://capitalmarkets.wri.org)

BD

The 2003 figure represents 2.3% of the total $18.2 billion
in venture capital investment in the U.S. last year.

Worldwide, energy technology venture capital funding
totaled $526 million in 2003.  There were 84 deals completed
last year with average funding at $6.26 million each.
Categories declining included  distributed generation and
storage, down more than 31 percent last year (2003) from
the previous year (2002).  (Data compiled for this study was
an analysis by Nth Power, in collaboration with Clean Edge,
Inc. The Cleantech Venture Network and the PWC/TVE/
NVCA Money Tree Survey.) +

“Assuming that solar, wind, and fuel cells continue their year-over-year growth,
we forecast the clean energy market reaching $92 billion by 2013,” said Ron
Pernick, cofounder of Clean Edge. “New government policies and continued
investment from venture capitalists and multinationals are playing a critical
role in what we see as a bright future for clean-energy growth.”

Trends to watch are:
ννννν  Cars Get Traction: Hybrids move from “curiosity” to mainstream, as Japanese
firms lead the way and American automakers are left behind.
ν  ν  ν  ν  ν  Green Power Becomes Price Hedge: One U.S. energy utility’s vision of
providing long-green-energy contracts becomes a model for other utility
companies.
ννννν  Green Energy Goes Local: Flagging federal funding incites state and local
governments to pick up the slack, bringing clean energy within reach.
ν  ν  ν  ν  ν  Wind Power Takes Europe by Storm: An estimated 14 million European
households are being electrified by wind power, accounting for more than 70%
of global installed utility-windpower
ν  ν  ν  ν  ν  China Harnesses Clean Energy:  Home to seven of the world’s most polluted
cities, China and its booming economy will be pivotal in turning the clean-
energy market on its ear.
(Information and data from “Clean Energy Tends 2004,” www.cleanedge.com.) +
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Ask Isidor About Batteries...

Q: How Can Lead-acid batteries be restored and
have prolonged life?

The sealed Lead-acid battery is designed with a low over-Voltage
potential to prohibit the battery from reaching its gas-generating
state during charge. This prevents water depletion of the sealed
system. Consequently, these batteries will never get fully charged
and some sulfation will develop over time.

Finding the ideal charge Voltage
threshold is critical and any level is a
compromise. A Voltage limit above 2.40
Volts per cell produces good battery
performance but shortens the service
life due to grid corrosion on the
positive plate. The corrosion is
permanent. A Voltage below the 2.40V/
cell threshold strains the battery less
but the capacity is low and sulfation
sets in over time on the negative plate.

Driven by diverse applications, two
sealed Lead-acid types have emerged.
They are the sealed lead-acid (SLA),
and the valve regulated Lead-acid
(VRLA). Technically, both batteries are
the same. Engineers may argue that
the word ‘sealed Lead-acid’ is a
misnomer because no Lead-acid
battery can be totally sealed.

The SLA has a typical capacity range
of 0.2Ah to 30Ah and powers personal
UPS units, local emergency lighting
and wheelchairs. The VRLA battery is
used for large stationary applications
for power backup. We are looking at
methods to restore and prolong these
two battery systems separately.

The sealed Lead-acid (SLA)

SLA batteries with mild sulfation can
be restored but the work is time
consuming and the results are mixed.
Reasonably good results are achieved

by applying a charge on top of a charge. This is done by fully
charging an SLA battery, then removing it for a 24 to 48 hour rest
period and applying a charge again The process is repeated several
times and the capacity is checked with a final full discharge and
recharge.

Programmable battery analyzer services 36V packs

The Cadex C7400ER is the most powerful battery analyzer in its series. Each of the four
stations can be programmed to charge and discharge at 6A, adjustable in 25mA increments.
The analyzer accommodates nickel, lead and lithium-based batteries with Voltages from
1.2-36V (28.8 for nickel-based). Batteries interface with custom and universal SnapLock™
adapters that automatically configure the analyzer to the correct settings. The optional
BatteryShop™ software transfers operation to a PC and allows 120 analyzers fully extended.
+

Isidor Buchmann (Isidor.Buchmann@cadex.com) is the founder and CEO of Cadex Electronics
Inc., in Vancouver BC. Mr. Buchmann has a background in radio communications and has studied
the behavior of rechargeable batteries in practical, everyday applications for two decades. Award
winning author of many articles and books on batteries, Mr. Buchmann has delivered technical
papers around the world. +
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Another method of improving performance is by applying an
equalizing charge, in which the charge Voltage threshold is
increased by about 100mV, typically from 2.40V to 2.50V. This
procedure should last no longer than one to two hours and must
be carried out at moderate room temperature. A careless equalize
charge could cause the cells to heat up and induce venting due to
excessive pressure. Observe the battery during the service.

The cylindrical SLA, made by Hawker and sold under the Cyclone
name, requires slightly higher Voltages to reverse sulfation. An
adjustable power supply works best for the service. Set the current
limit to the lowest practical setting and observe the battery Voltage
and temperature during charge. Initially, the cell Voltage may rise
to 5V, absorbing only a small amount of current. In about two hours,
the small charging current converts the large sulfate crystals back
into active material. The internal cell resistance decreases and the
cell starts to clamp the Voltage. At around 2.30V, the cell accepts
charge. If the sulfation is advanced, this remedy does not work
and the cell needs replacing.

Sealed Lead-acid batteries are commonly rated at a 20-hour
discharge. Even at such a slow rate, a capacity of 100% is difficult
to achieve. For practical reasons, most battery analyzers use a 5-
hour discharge when servicing these batteries. This produces 80%
to 90% of the rated capacity. SLA batteries are normally overrated
and manufacturers are aware of this practice.

Cycling an SLA on a battery analyzer may provide capacity readings
that decrease with each additional cycle. A battery may start off at
a marginal 88%, then go to 86%, 84% and 83%. This phenomenon
can be corrected by increasing the charge Voltage threshold from
2.40V to 2.45V and perhaps even 2.50V. Always consider the
manufacturer’s recommended settings. Cyclone batteries require
slightly higher Voltage settings than the plastic version.

Avoid setting the charge Voltage threshold too high. In an extreme
case, the limiting Voltage may never be reached, especially when
charging at elevated temperatures. The battery continues charging
at full current and the pack gets hot. Heat lowers the battery Voltage
and works against a further Voltage raise. If no temperature sensing
is available to terminate the charge, a thermal runaway can be the
result.

The recovery rate of SLA batteries is a low 15%. Other than reverse

sulfation, there is little one can do to improve SLA. Because the
SLA has a relatively short cycle life, many fail due to wear-out.

Valve regulated Lead-acid (VRLA)

The charge Voltage setting on VRLA is generally lower than SLA.
Heat is a killer of VRLA. Many stationary batteries are kept in
shelters with no air conditioning. Every 8°C (15°F) rise in
temperature cuts the battery life in half. A VRLA battery, which
would last for 10 years at 25°C (77°F), will only be good for 5
years if operated at 33°C (95°F). Once damaged by heat, no remedy
exists to improve capacity.

The cell Voltages of a VRLA battery must be harmonized as close
as possible. Applying an equalizing charge every 6 months brings
all cells to similar Voltage levels. This is done by increasing the
cell voltage to 2.50V/cell for about 2 hours. During the service,
the battery must be kept cool and careful observation is needed.
Limit cell venting. Most VRLA vent at 0.3 Bar (5 psi). Not only
does escaping hydrogen deplete the electrolyte, it is highly
flammable.

Water permeation, or loss of electrolyte, is a concern with sealed
Lead-acid batteries. Adding water may help to restore capacity
but a long-term fix is uncertain. The battery becomes unreliable
and requires high maintenance.

Simple Guidelines

Always store Lead-acid in a charged condition. Never let the
open cell Voltage drop much below 2.10V. Apply a topping
charge every six months or when recommended.

· Avoid repeated deep discharges. Charge more often or use a
larger battery.

Prevent sulfation and grid corrosion by choosing the correct
charge and float Voltages.

Avoid operating Lead-acid at elevated ambient temperatures.

BD
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        MEETINGS
See the Meetings page of  www.BatteriesDigest for more information

April
Environmental & Energy Symposium

 & Exhibition
April 5-7, 2004

San Diego Convention Center Sails Pavilion
Sponsored by the National Defense Industrial Association

www.ndia.org

May
Battery Council International

116th Convention
May 2-5, 2003

Renaissance Esmeralda Hotel
Indian Wells, California

Tel: 1-312-644-6610
Fax: 1-312-321-6869

Battery Council International sponsors an annual meeting to
promote higher standards of quality, technical and environmental
awareness in the Lead-acid battery industry worldwide.  BCI’s
116

th
 Convention is designed to provide a forum for discussion

on the latest advances and concerns for the battery industry.
Phone:  312-644-6610                Fax:  312-527-6640

E-Mail:  ann_noll@sba.com
 www.batterycouncil.org

NESEA Tour De sol
The Great American Green Transportation Festival and

Competition
May 22-25, 2004

From Burlington, NJ to New York City, with Street Fairs in
Burlington, MA, Trenton, NJ and New York City.

www.TourdeSol.org

June
Junior Solar Spring Northeast Championship

June 13, 2004
Springfield, MA

Over 200 middle school students with model solar cars
www.nesea.org

*
 41st Power Sources Conference

June 14-17, 2004
Adam’s Mark Hotel

Philadelphia, PA
Contact Ralph Nadell at Rnadell@pcm411.com

July
SOLAR 2004

July 10-14, 2004
Portland, OR
www.ases.org

Tel: 1-303-443-3130, E Mail: ASES@ases.org

September
 Electric Drive Transportation Assn. Conference & Expo.
‘Mobilizing the Market’ will provide a comprehensive and
hands-on forum for information exchange, business venture
development, and market forecasting and sales for new and

emerging battery, hybrid and fuel cell products.
September 21-23, 2004

Orlando, FL
www.edtaconference.com

November
2004 Fuel Cell Seminar

November 1-5, 2004
San Antonio, TX

Call for Abstracts due March 8, 2004
www.fuelcellseminar.com

*
NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop

Huntsville, AL
Tel: 1-256-544-3345

http://ntf-2.msfc.nasa.gov/battery/nsf   

Advertise in the Batteries Digest
Newsletter and on the Web Site at:

www.BatteriesDigest.com
see the ‘Advertising’ page on the site and call 763-479-6190


